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Misaligned spinal rods can induce high internal forces
consistent with those observed to cause screw pullout and
disc degeneration
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BACKGROUND CONTEXT: Manual contouring of spinal rods is often required intraoperatively
for proper alignment of the rods within the pedicle screw heads. Residual misalignments are frequently reduced by using dedicated reduction devices. The forces exerted by these devices, however, are uncontrolled and may lead to excessive reaction forces. As a consequence, screw pullout
might be provoked and surrounding tissue may experience unfavorable biomechanical loads. The
corresponding loads and induced tissue deformations are however not well identified. Additionally,
whether the forced reduction alters the biomechanical behavior of the lumbar spine during physiological movements postoperatively, remains unexplored.
PURPOSE: To predict whether the reduction of misaligned posterior instrumentation might result
in clinical complications directly after reduction and during a subsequent physiological flexion
movement.
STUDY DESIGN: Finite element analysis.
METHODS: A patient-specific, total lumbar (L1−S1) spine finite element model was available
from previous research. The model consists of poro-elastic intervertebral discs with Pfirrmann
grade-dependent material parameters, with linear elastic bone tissue with stiffness values related to
the local bone density, and with the seven major ligaments per spinal motion segment described as
nonlinear materials. Titanium instrumentation was implemented in this model to simulate a L4, L5,
and S1 posterolateral fusion. Next, coronal and sagittal misalignments of 6 mm each were introduced between the rod and the screw head at L4. These misalignments were computationally
reduced and a physiological flexion movement of 15˚ was prescribed. Non-instrumented and wellaligned instrumented models were used as control groups.
RESULTS: Pulling forces up to 1.0 kN were required to correct the induced misalignments of 6
mm. These forces affected the posture of the total lumbar spine, as motion segments were predicted
to rotate up to 3 degrees and rotations propagated proximally to and even affect the L1−2 level.
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The facet contact pressures in the corrected misaligned models were asymmetrical suggesting nonphysiological joint loading in the misaligned models. In addition, the discs and vertebrae experienced abnormally high forces as a result of the correction procedure. These effects were more pronounced after a 15˚ flexion movement following forced reduction.
CONCLUSIONS: The results of this study indicate that the correction of misaligned posterior
instrumentation can result in high forces at the screws consistent with those reported to cause screw
pullout, and may cause high-tissue strains in adjacent and downstream spinal segments.
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE: Proper alignment of spinal posterior instrumentation may reduce
clinical complications secondary to unfavorable biomechanics. © 2020 The Author(s). Published
by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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Introduction
Pedicle screw and rod constructs are commonly used to
provide posterior spine stabilization in a wide variety of spinal disorders [1]. Such constructs can involve the fixation of
one spinal motion segment or more. With more segments
involved, manual contouring of the spinal rod is commonly
necessary to obtain proper alignment of the screw heads
and the rod [2]. However, residual mismatches are
expected, even after contouring [3]. The relevance of such
mismatches has long been dismissed as dedicated reduction
devices are typically available to assist the surgeon in
assembling the construct. These devices mechanically force
the spinal rod into the head of the screw but do not control
the exerted forces, which may lead to excessive reaction
forces that may result in clinical complications [4].
Previous ex vivo biomechanical research revealed that
the correction of clinically relevant residual mismatches by
a reduction device may decrease screw pullout strength, or
even provoke instantaneous screw pullout [5−7]. Even if
screw pullout does not occur, it is possible that the reduction of residual mismatches can have undesirable effects,
that is, increased facet joint and intravertebra forces, and
increased intervertebral disc deformations [8]. The corresponding mechanical loads and induced tissue deformations
are however not well identified. Additionally, whether the
forced correction of the mismatch alters the mechanical
behavior of the lumbar spine during postoperative physiological movements is unexplored.
Finite element (FE) analysis of the spine enables quantification of biomechanical parameters impossible to acquire
experimentally, allows for multistep procedures, and has
previously been acknowledged as valuable tool to address
clinically relevant problems [9,10]. Therefore, we used FE
analysis in this study to reveal both the direct and the indirect consequences of the correction of the mismatch. Using
this approach, a posterolaterally fused lumbar spine was
modeled, introducing perfectly fitting rods or clinically relevant mismatches. The first aim was to analyze the mechanical loads and deformations both in the instrumentation
and surrounding tissue when performing the mismatch correction procedure. The second aim was to analyze the

biomechanical loads in the corrected, posterolaterally fused,
lumbar spine during a physiological flexion movement.
Two different scenarios were employed by inducing a mismatch between rod and screw head, in the coronal and in
the sagittal plane, respectively. Finally, the presence of a
fixed contralateral construct was varied to evaluate the
impact of different surgical situations.
Methods
FE models of the intact lumbar spine
An FE model that includes the vertebrae L1−L5 and the
discs L1−2 to L5−S1 was used in this study. It originated
from the EU-funded MySpine project (EU FP7-ICT
269909) that included lower back pain patients and was
approved by the Scientific Research Ethics Committee of
the Medical Research Council (751/PI/2010) of the
National Center for Spinal Disorders, Budapest, Hungary.
Details of the patients and models can be found elsewhere
and are only summarized here [11,12]. Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans
were used to segment the vertebrae and intervertebral discs
(IVDs), respectively [13,14]. MRI scans enabled identification of the nucleus pulposus (NP) and annulus fibrosis (AF)
regions of each IVD. Both segmentations were performed
with a trained algorithm following the active shape modeling framework as introduced by Cootes et al. [15]. The
mesh of a generic FE model was morphed to the patient,
based on anatomical landmarks as described in CastroMateos et al. [16]. The model used in this study was based
on data of a 55-year-old female patient with a weight of 74
kg, height of 167 cm, and Pfirrmann grades of III, III, III,
IV, and III for disc L1−2 to L5−S1. This patient was
selected from the database since she represented a typical
patient case of the degenerative spine eligible for spinal
fusion surgery [17].
The bony posterior elements, facets, and bony endplates
were modeled as isotropic linear elastic materials. For the
vertebral bodies, patient-specific trabecular bone densities
were integrated in the model by relating the transversely
isotropic, linear elastic material properties of the elements
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Fig. 1. Overview of the intact control, posterolaterally fused control, and sagittally misaligned model. Different colors represent different material properties
for ligaments, bony posterior ends, facets, sacrum, cortical bone, trabecular bone with density-dependent stiffness, annulus fibrosis, nucleus pulposus, cartilage endplates, bony endplates, and titanium. On the right, the element set (in red) that is required to be located in the screw head (lucent blue). A connector
element (black double arrow) was defined between the central point of the rod and screw head elements respectively. U is the local coordinate system of the
connector element with u1 along the direction of the connector element and u2 along the longitudinal axis of the spinal rod.

to the mean CT gray value calculated within the representative volume of each element [18]. The sacrum and cortical
bone were modeled as orthotropic linear elastic. Facet joint
articulation was modeled by surface-to-surface frictionless
contact resolved through a penalty algorithm with a penalty
normal stiffness of 200 N/mm [19]. The cartilage endplates
were modeled as isotropic poro-elastic [20]. The NP and
AF were both modeled by a poro-hyperelastic material
model, assuming a Neo-Hookean material to determine the
strain energy density for the isotropic solid matrix. For the
AF, an additional anisotropic term was added to the strain
energy density function representing the contribution of the
cross-ply collagen fibers during positive strain of the AF
[21]. The total stress resulting from the external load was
defined as the superposition of the porous solid stress and
the fluid pore pressure. The strain energy density function
and Darcy’s law were used to derive the porous solid stress
and fluid pore pressure, respectively. For the NP, a swelling
pressure-related term was introduced in order to describe
proteoglycan-induced NP swelling [11]. For each poro(hyper)elastic material model, a strain-dependent permeability was included and updated during the simulations.
All IVDs were previously graded by an experienced radiologist based on the Pfirrmann classification [22]. Depending
on the Pfirrmann grade, different material parameters were
adjusted for the NP and AF based on Malandrino et al. [11].
Ligaments were included in the model and described as
hypoelastic unidirectional materials. The stress-strain relationship was described by an initial nonlinear toe region,
modeled by a fitted power law, followed by a simple linear
function. Fiber stiffness parameters were defined per ligament type and disc level [23], and were further optimized
to reproduce the ex vivo experimental data of full L1−S1
specimens from Malandrino et al. [11].

The FE model as described above is referred to as the
control or intact model (Fig. 1). The calculation outputs of
this model served as reference values for the physiological
flexion movement analysis. The simulations started with a
pre-conditioning step of 8 hours that allowed for pre-swelling of the poro-(hyper)elastic IVDs. During this initial step,
the caudal end of the spine was completely constrained
while the cranial end was allowed to translate as consequence of changing disc height. Subsequently, a flexion
rotation of 15˚ applied in 5 seconds was prescribed as physiological movement of the lumbar spine.
FE model of the posterolaterally fused lumbar spine
Titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) pedicle screw and rod instrumentation was implemented into the intact model based on anatomical landmarks. Polyaxial screw heads without any
rotational restrictions were assumed in the model. In this
study, an L4−S1 bisegmental posterolateral fusion was
simulated assuming L5−S1 instrumentation was already
tightened. This assumption allows for replacement of the
disc of segment L5−S1 and its corresponding posterior
instrumentation by constraining boundary conditions. Each
screw was fixed in the corresponding vertebra by embedding constraints. The titanium rods could be embedded in
the screw heads under every angle provided that previously
specified caudal and cranial element areas were located
within the screw head. In this way, polyaxial screw heads
could be modeled without requiring geometrical rearrangement of the mesh of the screw heads (Fig. 1).
This model represents an L4−S1 posterolateral fusion
without any mismatch between screw heads and fixation
rod (well-aligned posterolateral fusion control [PLF] control). Similar to the non-instrumented control model, this
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model starts with a pre-conditioning period of 8 hours. The
posterior instrumentation was implemented right after the
pre-conditioning step, just before the flexion rotation of 15
degrees was prescribed. The output data of this model provided reference values for the physiological flexion movement of a well-instrumented posterolaterally fused (L4
−S1) spine.
FE model of the misaligned posterolateral instrumentation
in the lumbar spine
The PLF control model was altered to induce a misalignment of 6 mm between the right rod and the right screw
head of L4. The orientation of the rod was manipulated
such that a misfit was introduced in either the coronal or
sagittal plane while retaining the fit between the right rod
and the screw head of L5. For the coronal respectively sagittal misalignment, the rod was positioned 6 mm medially
and posteriorly with respect to the right screw head of L4.
The nodes constituting the head of the right screw of L4
were all rigidly coupled to their central location. Also the
nodes in the region of the rod that is designated for fixation
in the screw head (depicted in red in Fig. 1) were all coupled to their central location. Then, a 3D connector element
that can be reduced in length was implemented between
these two points. The direction of this connector element
was used to specify the pulling (reduction) direction, that
is, mediolateral and anteroposterior for the coronal and sagittal misalignment, respectively (u1-axis in Fig. 1). During
pulling, movement along the longitudinal axis of the spinal
rod was allowed (u2-axis in Fig. 1).
Again, the model starts with an initial pre-conditioning
period of 8 hours without instrumentation being present.
After the pre-conditioning step, the misaligned posterior
instrumentation was implemented and a 5-second correction procedure was simulated by contraction of the connector element while vertebra L1 was constrained at its postswelling position. For both misaligned configurations, two
different surgical situations considering the presence of a
contralateral construct at segment L4−5 were analyzed. Situation I assumed that the contralateral side, on the left, was
fixed without misalignment prior to the correction procedure. On the contrary, situation II assumed that the contralateral side was not stabilized yet during the correction
procedure. Following the correction, the rod and screw
head on the right were fastened and a well-aligned contralateral rod was introduced and fastened on the left. Then,
the flexion rotation of 15˚ was prescribed.
Output analysis
The FE solver ABAQUS/Standard (Simulia, Inc., Providence, RI) version 2018 was used for solving the described
models. The force that was required for pulling rod and
screw toward each other was determined post-correction. In
addition, the relative rotation for each of the vertebrae was
calculated post-correction and post-flexion. A Matlab
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script, based on Horn’s quaternion-based method [24], was
used to determine the rotation matrix that best maps the
original position of the nodes of the vertebra’s corpus on
their updated position after correction and flexion respectively. For each vertebra, the rotation matrix relative to its
caudal neighbor was derived as described by Kingma et al.
[25]. Then, the relative rotation matrix was decomposed
using Tait-Bryan chained rotations. The adopted order of
axis was horizontal, anteroposterior, and longitudinal axis
providing angular motions in the sagittal, coronal, and axial
plane, respectively. Also, the maximum contact pressures
per facet joint were estimated post-correction and postflexion. Besides, the reaction moment at the cranial end of
vertebra L1 was monitored after realizing the flexion movement. Both post-correction and post-flexion, the volume of
tissue that is at risk for damage was quantified in the bony
structures and IVDs. A bone element was considered vulnerable for local damage when its absolute maximum principal strain value exceeded 1% [26]. For IVD elements, a
threshold value of 20% major principal strain was considered to promote biological responses associated with disc
degeneration [27].
Results
Post-correction analysis
The pulling forces required to reduce the rod completely
into the screw head were 0.9 and 1.0 kN for the coronal and
sagittal misalignment, respectively, assuming the contralateral side was already rigidly fixed (situation I). When the
contralateral side was not fixed yet (situation II), the
required pulling forces decreased to 0.7 kN for the correction of both the coronal and sagittal misalignments.
The induced angular motions of the functional spinal
units (FSUs) were predominantly in the plane in which the
misalignment was initially introduced. Rotations were
smaller when the contralateral rod was already tightly fixed
during the correction. FSUs L2−3 and L3−4 consistently
showed opposite rotations compared to L1−2 and L4−5.
Overall, rotations up to 3 degrees were induced during correction (Fig. 2).
Table 1 gives an overview of the maximum contact pressure in the facet joints for the different models. Especially
for the coronal misalignment, the maximum facet pressure
was 40% to 180% larger when the contralateral rod was not
implemented yet (situation II). Asymmetrical increased
facet contact pressures of up to 6 MPa were found cranial
to L4−5 after correction of the misalignment.
The tissue volumes at risk after the correction procedure
are presented in Table 2. In general, the correction of the
coronal misalignment induced larger tissue volumes at risk
in the bone, whereas the correction of the sagittal misalignment induced larger tissue volumes at risk in the IVDs.
Having the contralateral rod already rigidly fixed (situation
I) generated higher tissue volumes at risk in the bone and
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FSUs. For the PLF control and misaligned models, the rotation in the sagittal plane increased up to 6 degrees at L1−2,
L2−3, and L3−4, while the rotations decreased down to
zero degrees at the fixed discs L4−5 and L5−S1.
The maximum contact pressure in the facet joints in the
corrected misaligned models generally decreased as result
of the flexion movement (data not shown). The reaction
moment in a 15-degree flexion configuration was 8 Nm for
the intact control spine. The instrumented spine models
required significantly higher moments to achieve this configuration: 26, 22, 23, 31, and 37 Nm for PLF control, coronal misalignment situations I, II, and sagittal misalignment
situations I, II, respectively.
The tissue volumes at risk after having simulated the
flexion movement are summarized for the different models
in Table 2 and graphically displayed in Fig. 3. Comparing
the post-flexion with the post-correction values for the misaligned situations, the tissue volume being at risk increased
within the IVDs. Additionally, new bone tissue volume at
risk was introduced as consequence of the flexion movement. The PLF control model shows the same trends while
the intact control model shows only IVD tissue at risk during the physiological flexion movement.

Fig. 2. Main angular motion per FSU after correction of the misalignment.
For both misalignments, the main angular motion was found in its corresponding anatomical plane. Therefore, values represent rotation in the coronal (blue) and sagittal (red) plane as result of correcting the coronal and
sagittal misalignment respectively. Negative/positive rotation means left/
right bending in the coronal plane and extension/flexion in the sagittal
plane. Dashed insets: situation I. Solid bars: situation II.

lower tissue volumes at risk in the IVD compared to the situation in which the correction was performed while the
contralateral rod was not fixed (situation II).

Discussion
Post-flexion analysis

The purpose of this study was to predict the loads and
deformations associated with the correction of a misalignment between the spinal rod and the pedicle screw heads,

For the intact control spine, the angular motion in the
sagittal plane was on average 3 degrees for each of the 5

Table 1.
The maximum facet contact pressure [MPa] found at the left and right joint after performing the correction procedure for the coronal (COR) and sagittal
(SAG) misalignment in situations I and II, respectively

COR I
COR II
SAG I
SAG II

L1−2left

L1−2right

L2−3left

L2−3right

L3−4left

L3−4right

L4−5left

L4−5right

-

4.0
6.3
2.0
1.3

-

2.8
3.9
2.1
1.0

0.6

3.9
5.1
3.3
4.1

3.2
9.0
-

-

Table 2.
Tissue volume at risk in the vertebrae and intervertebral discs [mm3] for the misaligned and control models after simulation of the correction and the flexion
motion. Post-correction and post-flexion values are shown for the coronal (COR) and sagittal (SAG) with (I) and without (II) having fixed the contralateral
rod before the correction. Additionally, the results for the intact and well-aligned posterolateral fusion control (PLF) are shown.
Vertebrae

Post-correction

Post-flexion

COR I
COR II
SAG I
SAG II
INTACT
PLF
COR I
COR II
SAG I
SAG II

Intervertebral discs

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L1−2

L2−3

L3−4

L4−5

L5−S1

10
16
23
33
47

2
1
1
3
5

1
1
1

45
22
1
2
60
30
2
6

12
3
18
3

13
115
164
2
1424
1096
1263
1875
2396

1
40
30
1227
926
1087
1823
2372

6
152
76
269
10
1888
1596
1748
2399
2994

14
62
3490
3869
2
327
371
810
4148
5078

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
165
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation indicating the tissue volumes being at risk after correction and flexion (gray: vertebrae, blue: IVDs, yellow: instrumentation,
red: tissue at risk). The intact control showed hardly any tissue being at risk while the well-aligned posterolaterally fused control shows substantial volume at
risk post-flexion. Correcting the coronal (COR) and sagittal (SAG) misalignment in which the contralateral rod was not implemented yet during correction
(situation II) showed to induce adverse tissue deformations. These volumes increase during flexion following the correction procedure.

directly after having simulated the operation and a subsequent postoperative physiological flexion movement.
Results demonstrate that the correction of small (6 mm)
residual mismatches between spinal rod and pedicle screw
head may induce forces and deformations that potentially
lead to clinical complications.
Independent of the direction of misalignment and presence of the contralateral rod, excessive forces (0.7−1.0 kN)
were required to correct a small misalignment of 6 mm.
Lumbar pedicle screw pullout has been reported to occur at
mean forces of 0.3 to 1.4 kN [28−30], depending on bone
mineral density, screw type, use of cement, and insertion
torque. Our results indicate, therefore, that there might be a
considerable risk for screw pullout intraoperatively or postoperatively because of misalignment. For the correction of
the sagittal misalignment, a direct comparison between
reported pullout forces and predicted pulling forces is relevant as the applied force during rod-screw reduction was
mainly oriented along the longitudinal axis of the pedicle
screw. For the correction of the coronal misalignment, predicted force values are, however, not directly comparable
to reported pullout forces, since the force exerted during
correction was oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal
screw axis. In order to preclude these excessive forces from
being applied, it would be recommended to implement
an overload protection for reduction devices utilized in
surgery.
The excessive correction forces were found to affect the
posture of the total lumbar spine as motion segments were
observed to rotate and rotations propagated up to L1−2

included. Compared to a rotation per FSU of 1 to 10 degrees
during different physiological movements of the lumbar
spine [31], the extra rotations induced by the correction
only (up to 3 degrees) are considered substantial. It is
hypothesized that these additional segmental rotations may
induce clinical implications on the longer term as segmental
imbalances will chronically change the local load distribution and increase the risk for developing not only adjacent
segment disease [32,33] but also downstream segment disease, that is, the onset of tissue deterioration at multiple levels distance of the operated segments. Segment L2−3 and
L3−4 were oppositely angulated to L4−5 to compensate
for the induced movement at the level of misalignment.
This was due to the assumption that the cranial end of L1
was completely constrained at its post-swelling position, to
ensure normal posture. Although some rotation at the T12
−L1 level may occur in reality, thus leading to slightly different spinal deformation curves, this is not expected to
affect the main results with regard to the forces in the lumbar spine.
The maximum facet joint contact pressure at L4−5
strongly increased on the left side during correction of the
coronal misalignment, which occurred because the misalignment was introduced by placing the rod medially with
respect to the upper right screw in L4. Consequently, L4
should translate toward the left, generating a movement
analog to a left lateral bending in order to correct the misalignment. Following this movement, the right facet joint
will open while the left one will close. Because of the opposite angulation at higher levels, increased pressures were
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found on the right side in facet joints cranial to L4−5. As
for correction of sagittal misalignment, there was no
increase in maximum facet contact pressure at L4−5. Since
an extension rotation of L4−5 was induced during correction, the decreasing lumbar lordosis angle closed mainly
the right fact joints (since the correction was also applied
on the right). In general, the maximum facet contact pressures cranial to the corrected segment range up to 6 MPa.
Because compressive load of the spine was not modeled
and lumbar facet joints open in a flexed posture [34], the
intact models did not provide reference values for physiological facet contact pressures to which the values in the
other situations could be compared. Consulting previous literature, El-Bohy et al. reveal physiological facet contact
pressures of 0.1 to 0.3 MPa under body weight combined
with a 15 Nm flexion moment in their ex vivo experiments
[35]. Additionally, Du et al. predict mean and maximum
facet contact pressures up to 5 and 9 MPa respectively in
their in silico approach considering every basic spine movement under §7.5 Nm, combined with a follower preload
varying from 0 to 1200 N [36]. Comparing these values
with the predicted maximum facet contact pressures in this
research, it can be concluded that the deformations, induced
by correction of the misalignment, cause relatively large,
asymmetric facet joint pressures in the joints adjacent to the
initially misaligned segment. Although there is no particular damage threshold for facet pressure, overloading is generally suggested to accelerate degeneration of the joint [37].
Correction of a 6 mm misalignment made the bone and
IVD tissues to be at risk of damage. To correct the coronal
misalignment, a medial-lateral repositioning is required. As
consequence, the closing facet joints on one side restrict
further segmental movement. Hence, the correction of the
coronal misalignment results mainly in overloaded bone tissue. The amount of IVD tissue being at risk after correction
of the coronal misalignment seems to be limited. It should
however be emphasized that the IVD tissue will experience
the induced deformation uninterruptedly as the spine is
fixed in this deformed configuration. While appropriate
dynamic loading of the IVD promotes the anabolic response
of the disc, static loading favors the catabolic response suggesting a negative impact of these deformations on the longer term [38]. Besides, due to slow turnover of the IVD
[39], possible disturbance of the natural balance of matrix
synthesis and degradation may be clinically expressed long
after surgery. The correction of the sagittal misalignment
requires an anterior-posterior repositioning, which the anatomical configuration of the facet joints allows through an
extension rotation of the FSU. As a result, deformations are
mainly induced in the IVD instead of in the bony structures.
The correction of the sagittal misalignment thus mainly
translates into tissue volume at risk within the IVD. Obviously, many combined misalignments of various magnitudes can exist, for example, a screw head that is
misaligned both anteroposteriorly and mediolaterally.
Investigating such combinations was outside the scope of

this publication, but potentially could introduce even higher
forces and deformations with downstream deleterious consequences.
The presence of the contralateral rod during correction
had a significant influence on the consequences of the correction procedure. Generally, the situation in which the rod
was already tightened (situation I) allowed less segmental
motion since the segment is partly immobilized before performing the correction procedure. Therefore, higher pulling
forces were required while the induced segmental rotations
were smaller. This caused higher internal stresses in the
bone, generating more bone tissue volume being at risk.
Additionally, higher pulling forces increase the risk for
intraoperative screw pullout undoubtedly. In contrast, situation II resulted in slightly higher contact pressures in the
facet joints and more IVD tissue volume being at risk
because of the larger segmental motions induced by the correction. It should be noted that with a circumferential fusion
operation, the disc is removed and replaced by an interbody
fusion cage, and the increased loading calculated here for
the disc may not be representative for the loading the cage
is subjected to. An extension of the model with a cage
would be needed to investigate if similar conclusions hold
in case of using interbody fusion cages.
In a flexion posture of 15 degrees, the intact control
model shows no bone tissue at risk but does show a relatively small volume of IVD tissue at risk. This might indicate that the damage threshold for the IVD tissue was
chosen somewhat too low. However, most of this volume
was found at the edge of the IVD suggesting this could also
result from mesh imperfections secondary to morphing the
generic FE mesh on the patient-specific geometry without
additional re-meshing [40]. Nevertheless, all the instrumented models show substantially more bone and IVD tissue being at risk compared to the intact control model. This
originates from the fact that segments L5−S1 and L4−5 are
stabilized with posterior instrumentation. As a consequence, the other segments will be more severely deformed
in order to allow the spine model to meet the prescribed
flexion movement. The adjacent segments are thus at
increased risk for degeneration, a phenomenon known as
adjacent segment disease [41−43]. For the corrected coronal misaligned spine in flexion, there are minor differences
with respect to the well-aligned instrumented spine in flexion as the correction of the coronal misalignment had little
influence on the sagittal posture of the spine. The IVD volume at risk is slightly lower while the bone volume at risk
is higher in the corrected coronal misaligned spine in flexion. Moreover, the large bone volume at risk as result from
the correction procedure remains present in vertebra L4
during flexion. Compared to the well-aligned instrumented
spine in flexion, the corrected sagittal misaligned spine
showed a larger amount of bone and IVD tissue being at
risk in flexion. This can be explained by the fact that the
misalignment was introduced by misaligning the rod posteriorly with respect to the upper right screw of L4. As a
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consequence, the correction procedure induced an extension movement of segment L4−5 before the flexion movement was prescribed, explaining a larger moment and tissue
volume at risk in the subsequent flexion than in the other
instrumented cases. This is consistent with previous literature that reveals sagittal imbalance as one of the risk factors
for developing degeneration at levels adjacent to the fused
segment [43,44]. In agreement with clinical observations,
this phenomenon is in all models most expressed in the segment immediately adjacent to the fusion, that is, segment
L3−4. Interestingly, the bone tissue at risk is high for L1
during flexion in all but the intact model. It should be noted,
however, that the calculated risk depends on several factors,
including the size and anatomical shape of the vertebrae,
the load distribution between facet joints and discs, and the
bone density distribution, and thus can be different for different patients.
The influence of the presence of the contralateral rod
could be clearly observed in the post-correction configuration. These effects continue to exist in the flexion posture at
the operated FSU, that is, in presence of the contralateral
rod (situation I) more bone tissue is at risk than in absence
of the contralateral rod (situation II) at L4−5. Additionally,
it was rationalized that situation II allowed for larger segmental motions during the correction procedure affecting
the natural posture of the spine more rigorously. As a consequence, larger tissue deformations are subsequently found
for all the discs and the vertebrae proximal to the operated
FSU in situation II when prescribing 15 degrees flexion
without allowing any off-plane rotations. In general, the
maximum contact pressures in the facet joints decrease in
all models in flexion posture since the contact layers are
moving away from each other during forward bending.
Although the presented FE models analyzed the biomechanical consequences of screw-rod reduction quantitatively, output data should be carefully interpreted. For
example, the adopted thresholds for considering bone
respectively IVD tissue being at risk follow different principles. On the one hand, the bone damage threshold predicts a
direct initiation of local damage, clinically presented as
immediate posterior pain due to trabecular damage. On
the other hand, the adopted threshold for IVD tissue is
expected to induce effects on the longer term when
being experienced cyclically, clinically presented as the
development of degeneration. Although it is premature
to interpret the exact quantity of the tissue volume at
risk, the relative changes between different situations
and load-steps indicate a relative risk of that particular
configuration. To get a more extensive validation of the
tissue being at risk, we need to implement nonlinear
material behavior for the bone, including elastic-plasticdamage behavior, and to implement a tissue degeneration model for the disc [12]. This would involve the
introduction of many new parameters and require further
experimental validation of the model which is outside
the scope of this publication.
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Limitations of the current models can be found in several
assumptions that were made. First, as explained before, it is
assumed that the cranial end of L1 is unaltered by the correction procedure. This was assumed since it is known that
patients will try to retain their original upright posture postoperatively but it is possible as well that part of this adaptation is in the thoracic spine. Second, the replacement of
posteriorly fixed segment L5−S1 by constraining the caudal
end of L5 might have resulted in overestimation of the correction effects. Since the segment was only posteriorly
fixed, limited motion of the FSU might be expected
[45,46]. This may explain the relatively high moments that
were found for the instrumented cases. Third, plasticity was
not included in the material model of the titanium instrumentation. Since the von Mises stress of some of the elements in the right rod exceeded the yield stress during
correction, plastic deformation will be expected, leading to
lower forces than predicted here. Fourth, only one specific
patient was analyzed in this research. Nevertheless, the
same reduction is expected to generate similar forces in
other patients, as long as rods and vertebrae are similar in
size. The predicted bone tissue volume at risk, on the other
hand, will also depend on the bone density distribution
since the tissue at risk is based on a strain limit. Finally, our
results are valid only for the situation during and directly
after the surgery. After progression of bony fusion, the
loads on the instrumentation as well as on the adjacent levels may change.
Because both sagittal and coronal misalignment, as well
as different clinical situations considering the presence of
the contralateral rod were established, only one basic spine
movement was modeled in this study. It may be appreciated
that the exact output depends on both the direction and size
of the misalignment, and the direction and size of the considered movement. Therefore, it is recommended to include
several phenotypes of misalignments and different physiological movements in future work in order to analyze the
consequences of the correction procedure in greater detail.
Additionally, the induced misalignment of 6 mm was chosen based on the rod size and recommendation from clinicians, who indicated that deviations in the order of the
diameter of the rod were realistic to occur. This value complies with other values tested in ex vivo experiments [5].
Moreover, it is expected that this deviation between rod and
screw head will only increase when the amount of included
spinal segments increases.
In conclusion, the FE analysis in this study demonstrates the importance to minimize the residual mismatch between spinal rod and pedicle screw head during
posterolateral fusion surgery in the lumbar spine. Avoiding the need for reduction procedures may reduce the
loads both on the posterior construct and on adjacent
hard and soft tissues. We postulate that clinical complications secondary to unfavorable biomechanics could be
reduced by ensuring proper screw rod construct alignment such that minimal external and unintended forces
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are required for connecting the spinal rods to the heads
of the pedicle screws.
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